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Butane torch lighter won't light

0 Troubleshooting the butane burner lighter 1 Check the instructions that came with the butane lighter. They often have troubleshooting tips. Referring to the instructions for your exact lighter model will give you the most accurate and useful advice. 2 Turn the flame or clean the burner if the butane lighter causes a spark but does not
create a full flame. Increase the setting by moving the flame adjustment towards the + sign. If this does not work, the burner may be blocked; clean it with compressed air. If neither of these methods works, butane may be low or there may be an air bubble in the detonator tank. The only way to solve either problem is to empty the
detonator and fill it with fresh butane. 3 Fill the detonator if the flame grows unassered or if the flame is very short. The butane lighter is low in liquid and needs replenishment. Fill it in according to butane instructions. 4 Replace the detonator or return the detonator if the detonator does not spark. If you just bought a butane lighter and it
doesn't work, return it to the store and ask for a replacement. If the detonator has a spike, the spike has run out and needs to be replaced. Replace it according to your lighter's driving instructions. 5 Reduce the flame adjustment at higher heights and increase it at lower heights. A random flame or inconsistent function may be caused by
elevation changes. It may take a few attempts to determine the best setting for altitude. 6 Turn the flame adjustment downwards if the detonator makes a sparking sound. The flame setting may be too high. If the sound continues, the sazzling sound means the detonator is leaking. A professional has to fix it. Please enable it before you
use it again. Here's the big question about the burner flame lighters that have plagued cigars, lovers, for years: Tom B. wants to know: Why do the brand new lighters I buy always seem to stop working soon after buying them... either they do not ignite or the flame ignites. Well, I have the answer on how to fix this problem for good, so give
this a quick tutorial, now. Butane detonators are handy advertisements often economical sources of fire, but sometimes you will find that it does not work properly. Expertise in simple repairs at home can save expensive manufacturer maintenance repairs or even replace the lighter with a new one. First of all, follow the instructions that
come with the butane lighter. They often have troubleshooting tips. Referring to the instructions for your exact lighter model will give you the most accurate and useful advice. Step 1 Press the ignition button or slide the cover as needed to release the butane gas into the burner chamber. Listen to the gas's spark when it leaves the
detonator. Step 2 Adjust the flame height control – which is commonly located lighter – with a steel screwdriver. Turn the flame adjustment to plus or + . Try to light the butane detonator. Step 3 Filling the tank to remove the old butane fuel and any air. Release the fuel and air by pressing and holding the fuel filling valve with the
screwdriver blade. Step 4 Mount the butane fuel fill nozzle against the fuel filling valve of the lighter. Move the butane into the detonator by pushing the tihu against the detonator for at least 10 seconds. Step 5Pullat the detonator burner chamber with compressed air. Place the directional nozzle on top of the compressed air jar. Hold the tip
of the nozzle about 1 inch from the burner chamber. Control several short air blasts to remove carbon deposits or debris. Now try the butane lighter and comment below and let us know if this informative tip helps. If you need a new triple or four-shower flame lighter, try the Jobon burner lighter. During my time as a BCP call center, there
were a few recurring topics that were received weekly, unsuccessfully. The most important of these topics was cigar burner detonator maintenance and complaints about the burner lighter, which does not stay lit. As convenient and efficient as most cigar burners are, they also require a little expertise to prevent clinging and spotted flames
and keep them running smoothly, especially if you're new to cigar play. To do this, I drew up a list of indicators to ensure that your cigar cores remain in top roast mode. Colibri Premium Butane 1. Use only high-quality butane When choosing butane to use in a refillated burner, you want to avoid the yellow bottle of stuff from your local
pharmacy. In fact, you never want to use anything less than triple filtered butane (like this one.) Find the words triple filtered or 99.9% clean in the bottle to make sure you get the right stuff. Cleaner butane burns cleaner and prevents the detonator burner nozzle from ctopping. The clogged nozzle and the lack of flame it causes is
practically the death knell for most burner lighters. Prevent this tragedy by using good butane! Personally, I recommend Colibri Premium Butane.  It is of high quality and very refined, so you don't have to worry about your cigar lightening up like junk.  2. Refuel properly Filling the detonator is inevitably a messy thing, but a little extra butane
is not what you should worry about when filling up. You want to avoid getting air pockets into the fuel tank, which can greatly hamper the performance of the burner. It can be a little tricky at first, but this way you can reduce the risk of air pockets during filling: Step 1 - Resist your natural impulses to bless the butane can before filling the
lighter. By shaking the butane nut, you stir in the air and add added to the fuel tank (exactly the opposite of what you are trying to achieve.) Step 2 – Hold the detonator upside down with the fuel suction valve facing upwards. Step 3 - Press the butane butter directly into the valve and keep it gently up and down, not at any angle (see
figure.) The detonator fills up quickly, and when it starts to reach full capacity, it starts to sputter and leak excess fuel. Fill it this way to reduce annoying air pockets Step 4 – At this point, quickly pump the fuel tank up and down about half a dozen times. As stated above, this is a bit messy, with excess fuel spraying out – along with the
excess air. The detonator tank should now be full, and if you have a visible fuel level window, it should only show a small air bubble. 3. Bleeding is a good thing If the detonator gets air in the line, it may cause the flame to flicker, sputter or possibly not burn.  It can also mean that the burner does not light up when you press the button the
first time.  And if you're trying to light your cigar, there's nothing more frustrating than having to mess up a temperamental detonator.  Leaking a lighter – the process of removing all air from it – is a trick that can instantly make the detonator come true like a master.  Here's how to do it... Step 1 – Press and hold the detonator button until the
detonator is completely empty.  To make sure there's guys left, listen to the skidding air.  Once the detonator is completely bleeding, you shouldn't be here for anything. Step 2 – Fill the detonator with high quality (see below) fuel.  DO NOT SHAKE THE TANSSA UNTIL YOU FILL THE DETONATOR!  By shaking the butane dip, you
increase the possibility of adding air to the fuel tank.  And it negates the purpose of bleeding your cigar heart. Step 3 - Try it now.  Listen to all kinds of startling noises again.  If you hear that, it probably means there's still air in line.  If so, repeat the bleeding process. Listen to the sätist 4. Clean the detonator For best results, polish all
burner lighters with essential oil and then dry them with a Mulberry silk cloth before locking them in an airtight vault every night. All right, son, but it's no joke that cleanliness is key when your torches fire heavily and for a long time. I'm not implying that you're some kind of lazing, but that sometimes ash, small particles of tobacco that occur
naturally during lighting, or even a pile of your pocket, can block the showers on your lighter. That's what happens to the best of us. I suggest you do some of your cigar lighting routine from cleaning your torch. To achieve this, manually blow all the debris out of the nozzer before and after lighting, or if you really want to take it to the next
level, keep some of that 'old one' air from the office supply store convenient. 5. Adjusting the height of the flame Sometimes the solution to the non-combustim burner lighter can be as easy as adjusting the height of the lighter flame. Almost all high-quality burner lighters today have a flame height (fuel) control wheel located somewhere on
top of the detonator body, and if it is turned too low, the detonator will not produce an effective flame. To check the problem, follow these steps: Step 1 – Locate the fuel control wheel of the lighter. It should show something outlined in the red box of the image below, but it can be located on any detonator, not necessarily at the bottom, as
in this example. Flame height (fuel) control wheel Step 2 – Rotate the wheel slightly to the right or left and try to light the detonator. Many detonators have a + and - sign near the adjusting wheel indicating which direction increases or reduces the flame. If not, just see if there is a difference in the height of the flame after adjustment. If not,
rotate the wheel in the opposite direction and try to light it again. Step 3 – Once you have identified the right direction to increase fuel supply, adjust the wheel to reach the desired flame height. If you produce a nice flame now, your problem is solved and you're ready to start. And finally... Lastly, it should be mentioned that all cigar sewings
of the Xikar brand, in addition to being the best on the market, are covered by the lifetime warranty. Get yourself a Xikar and if all else fails, they will replace it at no extra cost. If you're so inclined, you can also browse our entire selection of cigar seines here and our entire selection of cigar accessories here.  Do you have any lighter tips of
your own? We'd love to hear them – leave us a comment and educate us on Facebook or Twitter. Twitter.
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